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Across

1. When did shakespeare likely die close to?

4. where is romeo and juliet based?

6. what was shakespeares religion?

8. Who did romeo kill?

12. when is shakespeares birthday?

13. How long did shakespeare live?

15. Besides romeo who is interested in 

marrying Juliet?

17. What was romeo's punishment for killing 

tybalt?

18. how many sonnets did shakespeare write?

25. Who did William Shakespeare?

26. Who doesn't want to go to the party at 

the beginning?

27. Whats the main driving force of romeo 

and juliet when they meet each other?

28. what is Romeo's family name?

29. When were shakespeares play writes 

released officially?

31. what does juliet kill herself with?

32. where did the rich people sit in the 

theaters back then?

33. how does romeo kill himself?

34. Where did the poor people sit during a 

play?

35. where did the actors project their voice 

to?

36. Where most of shakespeares plays are 

preformed?

37. whose thought of as the source of 

wisedom?

38. Who told Romeo to love"Wisely and slow. 

They stumble that run fast" ?

39. who thinks romeo and juliet are moving 

too fast

40. Who is best known for keeping peace in 

the book?

Down

2. Who does juliet send to ask if romeo is 

ready for marrige?

3. what did juliet drink to fake her death?

5. Who does romeo meet at the party?

7. Who wrote Romeo and Juliet?

9. Who does romeo love before juliet?

10. What is it called when the audience 

knows what will happen before the charaters?

11. why does romeo kill himself?

14. Who does juliet suggest to marry her and 

romeo?

16. Who does the nurse work for?

19. why was it hard for them to get married?

20. What was of most value to have for the 

audience back then?

21. Why was shakespeares marrige 

controvessial?

22. Who is almost asked to leave the party by 

the hosts?

23. How many children did Shakespeare have?

24. What is Juliet's family name?

30. How many plays did Shakespeare write?


